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1.
w. Cw (Italy) said that his delegation'8 major concern with regard to
the topic! of jurisdictional immunitiee ok State8 and their property in chapter VI
of the Commission's report (A/44/10) waa that the draft articles ehould be balanced
and rearonably reflect, by mean8 of judioious compromiseo, the main trends of State
praotiae without, however, trying to halt that oonstantly developing praatice.
There seemed to be nom8 ground for concern a8 to the effectiveneee of the final
result whiah the Connnission hoped to reaoh, Without wishing to reopen the main
general debate on the relative merit8 Of sbBOlUt8 immunity and re8triCtiVe
immunity - to whiah Italy was deeply attaahed and which it had been on8 of the very
firet States to proclaim in its jurisprudenae - it might b8 useful to explain why
th8 draft artiolerr were creating so much confusion among the many States which had
adopted approachee similar to those of Italy and in spite of the OOnBid8reble
effort made to identify a whole eerie8 of *'limitations" - a term whiah, in Italy'8
opinion, wan prefereble to the word @@exception*@ - to the prinaiplea of immunity
set forth in draft article8 6 and 21, Furthermore, the eUppOrt8re Of abaolUt8
immunity dealared themselverr to be just be strongly diesatiefied with the general
approaah adopted which, in their opinion, wan too favoureble to the argument that
immunity wad restrictive owing to the wide range of exceptions retained.
The very wording of draft article 6 indisputably implied, for every State
2.
agreeing to eubsaribo thereto, allegiance to the argument that immunity was the
rule and the ca88cI of State aubmiseion to internal juriadictiom oOn6titUt8d
exceptions, to be interprrted, therefore, in a restrictive manner. That was
clearly oontrary to the idea in the mind of those who, like Italy, aonsidered th8
inmnunity rule t,o be applicable only to a aortain type of State aativities, namely,
those whereby their sovereign power was erpre~sed, whereas the rule of eubmiseion
to jurisdiction governed all aotivitiee whiah States deoided to aarry out, The
diffioulty could certainly be avoided by referring to the phrase @*relevant rulea of
general international law", braaketed in article 6, and should, in his view, be
retained. l8Verth8leeOr the supporters of broad innnunity objected to that solution
for reaoone which, in their opinion, were underatandahle. The solution of the
Special Rapporteur , who thought that he aould reconcile the diff8renCe8 by means of
M article 6 m concerning 8n optional declaration on additional exaeptions to
Itate immunity, wae difficult for his delegation to accept, In a case between a
State wishing to apply an additional eraeption and a Stat8 opporred thereto, it was
the latter which - under the proposed rdgime - would win and cculd impose its
solution on the other State in their reciprocal relations, In a nutah811, it would
be prrferehlr by far for all State8 whoee practioea deviated, however slightly,
from the eolutione retained in the draft not to undertake to abide by the
yrinciplerr laid down in the draft,
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3.
There were similar points of more importance which must be addreersed regarding
immunity in respect of the measures of constraint referred to in draft
articles 21 fit seq, Those articles might make it practically impossible to execute
in one Stat8 judicial decisions rendered against another State, except where the
Other state prQViOUSly or Wbf38qU8ntly agreed thereto. In those circumetances what
good would it do to allow judicial decisions against a State to be rendered, if
their 8X8CUtfOn could not b8 in any way guaranteed? It would at least b8 necessary
to lay down, for States, the international obligation to respect internal judicial
decision8 unfavourable to them, that would make it poseible for on8 State to
entertain international proceedings against another State alleging the latter
S:ate's responsibility for a wrongful act.
4.
In the absence of such an obligation, it must be stated that the proposed
articles were unacceptable in so far as they provided that execution could be
applied exclusively to State property that was successfully demonstrated to be
"8p8cifically in us8 or intended for us8 by the Stat8 for COiIWI8rCial purpo888"
[art. 21 (a)]] for the party concerned that would be a real vdiabolica. On
the other hand, that provision could b8 acceptable if the burden of proof
concerning the non-commercial purpose of the property in question laid entirely
with the State.
5.

In that context the deletions prOpOS8d by the Special Rapporterrr and specified

in paragraph 573 of the Commission's report seemed reasonable and justified.
Mor8ov8r, the 8XCessiV8ly detailed list Of CategOrieS Of property autOmatiCally
8XClUd8d from measures of constraint, which appeared in draft article 23, added

still further to the misgivings of his delegation, particularly with regard to
subparagraph (c) and to the fact that the non-official purpose of the property
Specified in subparagraph (e) also seemed virtually impossible to establish in the
face of simple denials by the State concerned,

6,
His d8legatiOn was convinced that for the draft to be acceptable the
Commission must continue to seek the largest possible consensus with a view to
determining the principles of limitations (exceptions) that might win general
approval. But, once that was done, the Commission should consider the situation
where a group of States might decide to retain or establish additional limitations
to Stat8 immunities, It would then be necessary to lay down the rules of
reciprocity clearly, especially in the relations of States of a given group with
Other States whom approach was different, and that should be done by means of a
provision very much more developed and elaborated than the text in articls 28.
That was th8 only reasonable way of making the draft fl8Xible enough to be widely
accepted. That same draft would be rejecked by States if it persistently sought to
force very divergent and firmly established international practices into an
impossible mould, thereby halting current developments. It would be more
productive to offer States firm guidelines in the matter, by clearly emphasising
what the juridical consequences arising from its own practice would be where that
practice departed from the prescribed model.

/. . .
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7.
The above-mentioned suggestion seemed all the more justified, because the
practices of Statee in favour of restrictive immunity had not so far led to real
international disputes, It was therefore hard to see what interest or advantage
States praotising restrictive immunity could have in sacrificing their COnaept,
even partly, by assuming international commitments heading too rigidly in e
different direction.
8.
Italy was also very sensitive to the fact that granting States excessively
broad jurisdictional immunities implied, for the forum State, a corresponding
sacrifice of the right of each to have its case equitably heard by a judge in order
to arrive at a determination of its rights and obligations. In other words, there
was a need to strike a proper balance between the requirements of sovereignty and
those of individuals, vihile bearing in mind that, for the latter, it was the right
of access to justice - one of the fundamental human rights - that was at stake.
9.
As to the draft articles themselves, his delegation found Ct quite pusaling
that the public governmental purpose was taken into account in defining the
commercial character of a contract in article 21 in a spirit of compromise,
however, his delegation might be able to accept the proposal made by the Special
Rapporteur in paragraph 441 of the report. The idea of incorporating the wording
proposed in paragraph 430 of the report in the definition of the term “State” was
quite attractive. The new wording which had been proposed for article 9 also
seemed deft and should be retained. In contrast, paragraph 4 of article 10,
suggested by the Special Rapporteur, gave rise to some reservations in that the
jurisdictional immunity invoked by a State against a counter-claim which sought
relief in excess of that sought in the principal claim would have the unfair effect
of preventing a judge from hearing the counter-claim even to dismiss the principal
claim,
10. As for article 12 and subsequent articles, his delegation reserved the right
to examine them more thoroughly once the Commission had completced its second
reading of them, Nevertheless, he could say with regard to article 13 that,
although his delegation fully accepted the Special Rapporteur’s suggestion to
delete the teference to the requirement that the author of the act which had caused
the damage in the territory of the forum State must be present, it could not

endorse the proposal contained in paragraph 518 of the report: international
responsibility could not be invoked alone in relation to the narrow topic covered
by article 13. In other words, the rules pertaining to internationally wrongful
acts and responsibility had a far broader role to play, particularly as the
jurisdictional immunity of States could be invoked in cases involving a miscarriage
of justice or other violation of the rules pertaining to human rights or the
treatment of foreigners. Finally, in answer to the question which the Commission
had put to the General Assembly, his delegation believed it would currently be
premature to take up the question of the settlement of disputes involving immunity.
11. With regard to chapter VII, on the law of the non-navigational uses of
international watercourses, his delegation found the topic which the Commission had
considered - water-related hazards, harmful conditions and other adverse effects -

/ .
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highly interesting from a legal and practical standpoint. Draft articles 22
and 23, proposed by the Special Rapporteur, reflected positive international law
and offered an appropriate response to dangerous and emergency SitUatiOnS. The
drafting of those articles represented an important contribution from the
Commission to the International Decade for Natural Disaster Reduction, which the
United Nations had procl_aimed for the 1990s.
12. In draft article 22, the phrase “co-operation on an equitable basis" should be
explainad in greater detail. The indications given by the Special RappOrt8Urr
especially the notion of the duty of th8 injured Stats to provide appropriate
compensation for protective measures taken by another State, were very interesting
and ought to be included in the actual text of the article.
13. Finally, with regard to draft article 23, he noted with satisfaction that the
obligation Of any WaterCOurS8 Stat8 to provide notification Of water-related
danger8 or emergency situation8 applied not only to Other watercourse Stat08 but to
other potentially affected States as well, He W8lcOmed the accommodation of the
interests of that group of States, something his delegation had recommended in the
case of other articles. Another interesting and positive development was the fact
that paragraphs 3 and 4, though dealing with a non-maritime topic, had been based
on wording contained in article 199 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of
the Sea, thereby reflecting that Convention’s influence - at least in so far as
environmental law was concerned - on the development of customary law.
14, Mr. DJIm (Cameroon), referring to Chapter VI of the Commission’s report,
said that, generally speaking, his delegation approved of th8 Commission’s approach
to the topicr nevertheless, in reading the draft articles, his delegation had noted
that the Commission had not always taken account of the relevant practice and
legislation of all States. It was true that, as the Special Rapporteur had pointed
out, any jurisprudential analysis of State immunity was faced with the difficulty
of obtaining pertinent judicial or legislative material from States, yet it must be
borne in mind that the topic was an extremely complex one and that many States were
currently submitting written comments to the Commission, which must refrain from
concluding its work on the topic prematurely.
15, The Convention which would be elaborated on the basis of the draft articles
must enjoy wide support from the international community. To that end, th8 draft
articles should be improved so as to take into account the practice of States with
different political, socio-economic and legal systems or at different stages of
d8v810pment* The Commission should not draft a tent that would leave some States
unnecessarily exposed to foreign jurisdiction, a situation which might impede their
economic development.
16. His delegation had expressed reservations to paragraph 2 of the former wording
of draft article 3 b8CaUS8 it was not sure whether the conditions specified there
for determining whether a contract for the sale or purchase of goods or services
was a commercial cont.ract were cumulative or whether only on8 of them had to be
met. The Special Rapporteur's recommendation to cOnSOlidat8 articles 2 and 3 under

/ I .
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the title “Use of terms" solved the problem t&j his delegation’s satisfactions
However, paragraph 3 of the new article 2 which the Special RappOrt8Ur had propoRed
in paragraph 441 of the report should be improved in order to settle the question

of the criteria to be applied in determining the commercial character of a contract.

17, His delegation agreed with th8 Special Rapporteur that the main problem with
draft article 6, lay in deciding whether th8 phrase “and the relevant rules of
general international law” should be retained or deleted1 hOW8Verr it could not
support the Special Rapporteur’s proposal to add a new article - 6 &&R - containing
an optional declaration on exceptions to State immunity. Such an addition would
not solve the prObl8m, for the reasons set out in paragraph 461 of the *eportr the
phrase “and the relevant rules of general international law” should therefore be
retained, unless the Drafting Committee found a generally acceptable compromise
formula.
16. The text of draft article 19 was deficient in that it said almost nothing
specific about the court before which a State party to an arbitration agreement
with a foreign person forfeited the right to invoke immunity from jurisdiction. AS
a general rule and in practice, an arbitration agreement designated the competent
court or provided readily identifiable information about it, such as its location
or nationality,
Under thO88 circumstances, it would be desirable to word
article 19 in such A way that the Stat8 party to an arbitration agreement retained
the right to invoke its immunity before the court of a State not affected or not
appointed by th8 agreement in question, unless the agreement specifically provided
for that.
19. Concerning chapter VII of the Commission’s report, his delegation endorsed the
thrust of draft articles 22 and 23 proposed by the Special Rapporteur. In
article 22, the phrase “on an equitable basis” ought to b8 retain881 it would not
be desirable to replace it with the phrase *@in accordance with the provisions of
the present Convention”, as some membera of the Commission had suggested, as &he
Special Rapporteur had emphasised, the idea behind the original wording was that
all relevant factors should be taken into account in determining the respective
“contributions” of each watercourse State to the prevention or mitigation of
water-related hasards and dangers, In addition, paragraph 1 of that article should
be modified and broadened so that it covered different types of Wat8rCOUrSeS as
well as the needs of States at different levels of development.
20. With regard to article 23, which contained some provisions on watercourse
pollution, his delegation believed that all the provisions relating to pollution
should be brought together in a single section of the draft atticlest the
Commission could consider doing that in the course of i*.s second reading. There
was also the problem that paragraph 3 of article 23 did not make it clear whether
States not parties to the draft articles were bound by the obligations of
co-operation incumbent upon States in the area affected by a water-related danger
or emergency situation.

/. . .
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21. Furthermore, the question of outside assistance in case cf a disaster was
important and should be given more thought by the Commission. The draft articles
could define the modalities of such assistance without making it binding on States,
and could provide for machinery for joint action by States parties to deal with
common problems. In that regard, the experience of the kind of joint commissions
that existed, for example, in Africa, could prove useful.
22, The development of emergency plans and their implementation presupposod a
certain degree of concerted action and co-operation among the watercourse States
and Other potentially affected States, Accordingly, paragraph 4 of article 23
could not be applied unless some quasi-permanent consultation machinery had b88n
S8t Up. The emphasis should therefore be on the obligation to CO-Operate in case
of dangers and emergency sikuations.
23, m (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) joined in paying tribute to
the Special Rapporteur for his work on the topic of international liability for
injurious consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by international law.
The revisions he had made and the new articles he had proposed showed his desire to
move ahead with his work, HOW8VBrr no progress woula be made in elaborating
specific articles without agreement on the principles underlying the topic, and the
Commission's report showed that such agreement did not yet exist, thus accounting
His task and that of
for the difficulties encountered by the Special Rapporteur.
the Commission would be greatly facilitated if the key concepts were perfectly
clear,
24. In resolution 32/151, the General Assembly had invited the Commission to work
on international liability for the consequences arising out of the acts in
question, aimely, the harm caused, and not on responsibility for the acts
th8mS8lVeS. The draft articles should contain a provision stipulating that
reparation should be made on the basis of special international agreements.
Indeed, th8r8 already existed specific international rules adopted by the
International Maritime Organisation (1X0), the International Civil Aviation
Organisation (ICAO) and Other international agencies. Ideally, of course, such
rules should be drawn up for all activities likely to cause transboundary harm, and
common sense dictated that a single text should apply to the manifold processes at
work.

25. Unfortunately, the work don8 had been purely on a legal plane without specific
reference to the status of contemporary science and technology. For instance,
draft article 1 referred to activities whose physical consequences caused
transboundary harm, when such harm could juet as easily result from Chemical,
biological or other consequ8nces. Elsewhere, article 2 spoke of "appr8Ciable
risk", one that might be identified L:;.-1gh a simple examination of the activity
and the substances involved. The meaning of "simple examination" should be
d8f ined. It obviously included the use of special apparatus and instruments.
Moreover, the “simple examination” could mean different things depending on the
level of a country’s development. It was evident that if th8 intention was to
draft provisions that took into account the current state of knowledge, specialists
who were not jurists must be called in.
/. . .
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26. The concept of "appreciable harm” also called for comment. The Special
Rapporteur had used the term "appreciable‘* in relation to both harm and risk,
recognising that the terms %ubstantial*', *~considerable" or t*significant" might be
pr8f8rabl8. His delegation thought that the concept of "appreciable harm" and
"appreciable risk@@ were not clear and it would prefer the use of the adjective
"substantial".
27.

As to th8 concept of "risk'*, in philosophy it represented only a possibility

that had not yet materialised. That was why the State undertaking an activity
involving risk could be considered bound only to prevent a potential substantial
harm from occurring. What was at issue, then, was an internal, unilateral
obligation, which became an obligation to co-operate with other States Only when
the State la question believed that individually it was not in a position to
prevent a fault that might cause harm or, in th8 case of activities with injurious
COllS8qU8llC88, that it could not keep such consequences under the authorised
threshold of substantial harm. The approach proposed must satisfy the interests of
the States particularly concerned about causing transboundary harm, without
imposing an excessive burden on those conducting pioneering activities that were
I
important for all mankind.
28.

The Special Rapporteur had introduced a8w elements, especially in the
formulation of draft article 7 on co-operation, which referrscl to the assistance of
international organisations. The terminology used raised certain questions: for
instance, although the terms "State of Origin" and "affected State" were Clearly
defined in article 2, that was not the case of "States" in article 7. From the
legal standpoint, it was not clear which States were meant. Also, article 7 made a
distinction b8tWeen whether the harm was caused “by an accident" or not. If it
was, the affected State was Obligated to co-operate, if possible, with the State of
origin, but the obligation of the State of origin was not clearly defined. The
Commission should make the formulation more specific in view of the fact that the
General Assembly had invited it to work on international liability for injurious
consequences arising out of acts not prohibited by international law, As the
Special Rdpporteur had indicated, the co-operation referred to in article 7 must
not be used as a way of obtaining a political advantage or bringing pressure to
bear in the settlement of a dispute. That idea could be 3tat8d explicitly in
article 7.
29. The revised articles 10 to 17 submitted by the Special Rapporteur Seemed at
first sight to be procedural. However, they touched on certain major questions of
substance. For example, it was not clear how they were related to the provisions
of article 7. One could ask what criteria had b88n used to establish the time
period of six months within which to study and evaluate the potential effects of a
planned activity. Article 16 should, in addition, be more realistically
formulated. If there was a notable diff8r8nC8 in the levels of dsvelopmsnt of the
notifying State and the notified State, the phrase "with a view to establishing the
fact with certainty" was meaningless: the notified State might nat be in a
position to establish a fact with certainty if it had no access to new data and

/ I .
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techniques. The Commiss.!on 8hOUld also give thought to that problem in order to
avoid having the dOUbt8 OP a notified Stat8 act as a brake on the development of
pioneering activities or impede 8CientifiC and technical progress.
m. Vv (Quetemala) said, with regard to international liability
for injurioue consequences arising out of act8 not prohibited by international law,
that it wa8 important to draft articles that would reflect denominator8 common to
all States. It wa8 obvious in advance that the drafting of a text covering legal
or other procedures for the settlement of di8pUte8 would by it8 very nature require
a vigorous effort to find 8olutfon8 taking aCCOUnt of the legitimate interest of
States. Hi8 delegation believed that the Co~nmission should not focus on procedural
rules, because it had not been given a mandate to formulate a negotiating text in
that particular area.
30.

31. With regard to the question of jurisdictionel immunities of Stat88 and their
property, he aaid that the notion of immunity did not have an unlimited basis or
scope, while recognising that it wa8 still the most important rule, even if there
could be exception8 to itr such exceptions conetituted an area which the Commiasio1~
could help to define, with, of course, much caution and good 8en8e. None the leas,
the nature of the contract was an insufficient criterion, because it limited the
court8 ’ freedom of action and did not allow Stat88 to explain, when they wished to
do 80, why they could not execute the contract, In any ca88, those were question8
which should be examined more closely by the Spatial Rapporteur, Moreover, the
legitimate interest8 of States in contractual matter8 could not be 88parated from
their fundamental interests. The criteria in that area were gradually becoming
clearer. Thus, the industrialised countries were right to emphasise what ha their
view constituted the ideal model of economic, financial and commercial relations
between highly developed countries, but hi8 delegation'8 point of view, which wa8
that of a developing country, did not coincide with theira, for one ba8iC and
simple reason: the developed and developing countries were not on an equal footing
a0 far 98 contract8 were concerned. It wa8 not advisable to move toward8 legal
confrontation; the Commission would surely realize that, in all contractual
relation8 between large and small countrie8 , one side wa8 strong and the other was
weak, a8 wa8 obvioue in international trade and finance. A large number of
developing countries were in difficult financial circumstances, and it wa8
important to them that loan contracts concluded with multilateral financial
institutions should be distinguished from contract8 with private banks.
32.

On the 8UbjeCt of commercial Contracts relating to financi,al relations,
specifically the external debt, two major point8 should be made. First, the choice
of a contractual law implied the acceptance of that law for the purpose8 of
interpreting the contract, but did not imply the acceptance of the forum. Hence,
if the contract stipulated only the choice of the iaw, that did not imply the
acceptance of the forum. Secondly, the acceptance of the forum must be explicit,
but a State which accepted the forum did not thereby agree to waive the
jurisdictional immunity of State property. In the case of State enterprises, it
wa8 clear that a contractual relationship existed under which the jurisdiction of
the court wa8 accepted together with the legal consequences which it entailed.

/. . .
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(Mr. Villacrran Kramer, Guatemala)
that did net mean that State property could serve as collateral or be
subject to attachment. The exceptions being considered by the Commission should
include those stipulations.

However,

33. It was frequently observed that the current system made it difficult to
determine whether there had been a substantial change in circumstances since the
signing of the contract, which would make it possible to invoke the theory of lack
of foresight. Moreover, the possibility for the debtor State to invoke the
situation of loss of property was not provided for. In that regard, it was
conceivable that a State might be able to go to the forum of a developed country in
order to benefit from the rules established by *&at country for its enterprises
concerning the loss of property and agreements moderating the payment terms in
favour of the debtor.
34.

Be pointed out that new techniques, such as computerited banking transactions,

were being used to an ever greater extent in international trade, and that t:le

Commission's work should take into account those new phenomena and the new
situations which they created, particularly in the developing countries, which were
not yet sufficiently equipped in that regard.
35. Mr. BEN ABDALLAR (Tunisia) said that his delegation fully endorsed the goals
which the Commission intended to attain by the end of its current term of office,
as stated in paragraph 733 of the report (A/44/10). However, he drew attention to
the need for a genuine long-term programme of work for the Commission, particularly
in view of the new topics which might be included in the future programme. He was
looking forward to the suggestions of the Working Group established for that
purpose, He also emphasixed the importance which his delegation attached to the
regular holding of the International Law Seminar, in view of its positive effects
on the training of young prcfessionals from the developing countries, and expressed
his gratitude to the countries which took part in the financing of the Seminar.
Xoreover, owing to the importance of the interaction between the Committee and the
Commission, it would be desirable for the Commission's report to be distributed
within a reasonable time before the opening of the General Assembly's session:
given the volume of work required for preparing the report, a slight adjustment in
the dates of the Commission's session might remedy the situation.
36. With regard to the status of the diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not
accompanied by diplomatic courier, his delegation welcomed the adoption by the
Commission on second reading of the draft articles and the two draft Optional
Protocols. The main purpose of the draft, which was to establish a coherent and
uniform rbgime, had made necessary a comprehensive approach in which the practical
and functional aspects of communications between States had been taken into
account. The draft articles, which thus emerged as the result of a difficult
compromise, had largely succeeded in establishing a proper balance between the
rights and duties of the sending State, the receiving State and the transit State,
based on the four conventions governing the status of all kinds of couriers and
bags, and taking into account the developments in the means of communication and
State practice over many years.

/ ‘..
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37. While not questioning the usefulness of the draft articles from the practical
standpoint, his delegation none the less believed that existing conventions
contained all the international rules necessary to govern the status of all kinds
of diplomatic couriers. As the Special Rapporteur had noted, there was an identity
of treatment between diplomatic couriers and consular couriers. The same did not
apply to the regime governing bags, which provided for differences of treatment
according to the type of bag, particularly with regard to the question of
inviolability. Accordingly, it would have been preferable for the draft articles
to concentrate on the question of unaccompanied bags, in order to co-ordinate
various regimes and thus provide a better legal basis for all aspects relating to
the routing of bags. However, he had no objection in principle to the approach
adopted, which made acceptance of the new instrument easier since it embodied
recognized and confirmed principles and practices.
On the other hand, the relationship between the draft articles and other
instruments remained to be defined, and draft article 32 offered a flexible formula
to the extent that it stipulated that the draft articles were intended to
supplement the codification conventions. That was another case of a difficult
compromise which did not settle all the problems that might arise as to the
applicability of certain provisions, particularly with regard to bags. Mindful of
those difficulties, the Commission proposed to refer, if necessary, to the rules of
the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties of 1969 regarding the application of
successive treaties relative to the same subject-matter. That solution gave each
State sufficient leeway for making an assessment, but the draft articles would
benefit from redrafting in a way that would give the new instrument a truly
universal character.
38.

39. The question of the diplomatic bag was of particular importance. While the
principle of the inviolability of the bag was fundamental, some countries had
rightly raised the question of abuse: nevertheless, the abuses recorded should not
justify calling that essential principle in communications between States into
question. His delegation, which had expressed reservations about the possibility
of examining the bag directly or through electronic or other technical devices, was
satisfied with the text of draft article 28, which endorsed the rule of the
inviolability of the bag without opposing external examination of the bag and its
marks, commonly admitted by all States. Lastly, the adoption of a convention on
the matter should take place in optimum conditions likely to promote the
large-scale accession of States: his delegation therefore supported the
Commission's recommendation concerning the holding of a conference of
plenipotentiaries to consider the draft articles with a view to concluding a
convention.

40. The pragmatic approach adopted by the Commission in examining the question of
the jurisdictional immunities of States and their property had made it possible to
circumvent in some way a doctrinal debate on the general principle of State
immunity, and, in that connection, his delegation recalled its position of
principle, namely, that the jurisdictional immunity of States and their property
was a universally recognised principle of international law that was based on the
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sovereign equality of Statee. That principle admitted of exceptions, taking into
account the reality of trade and changes in economic syateme and national
legislation, but suah exceptions should be explioitly defined in order not to
affeat the principle of immunity iteelf. Acaount should be taken of the specific
ohsraateristics of developing aouatriss where the public aeator continued to ploy A
predominant role, particularly in the strategic areas of energy, mining and
international transport. The funatioxal approaah consisting in the imposition of
several reatriatioae on the principle of the immunity of States and their property
might hamper the euonomic development of those countries and give rise to an
ondloso dispute concerning trade and its relevant aontraats.
41. Soveral attempts had been made to strike a balance between the different
points of view. Ho thought that a solution had been found to resolve tho
difficulties inherent in the dietinction between lure acts and
m acts through the uao of criteria aoncerning the nature and purpose
of the act in question, His delegation shared the view of tho Special Rapporteur,
who considered that the differentiation between thoee two types of aats should be
made on an objective legal basis, in other words, by a precise delimitation of acts
not aovered by State immunity. It considered that those different views could bo ’
reconciled, for oxample under draft article8 11 and 11 m which provided for a
judicious compromise with regard to commercial aontracts and the concept of
sogrogatod State, property, a aonaopt whiah seemed guito important and deserved to
be studied in detail. In fact, its use oerved to limit abusive recourse to
judicial proceedings brought against the State on the eubjeat of commoraial
contracts concluded by its public enterprises.
42. Draft article 6, which set forth the very principle of State immunity, did not
yet eeem to enjoy goneral support, Draft crrtialo 6 m was based on the
praiseworthy desire of the Special Rapportour to reach a compromise acceptable to
the advocates of the restrictive immunity doatrfno and to those who supportod broad
immunity for the State. Draft article 8 aould be reworded to take account of the
differant opiniona and the suggestion in paragraph 456 of the report might help to
overcome tho dif foronces. Indeed, the explicit reference to tho rulos of general
international law for goods not expressly governed by the draft convention waa
likely to give rise to reservations on the part of States which did not favour the
deletion of the words “and tho relevant rules of general international law” in
brackets at the end of draft article 6. It therefore seemed appropriate to delete
draft article 6 I$ti, which wandered from the very subject of the draft articles and
might be a source of legal and practical complications because of ths system of
declaration regarding additional exceptions which each State would wish to make in
addition to those provided for in draft articles 11 to 19.

43. Mr.‘DXN (Bangladesh) said that his delegation attached considerable
importance to the question of the law of the non-navigational uses of international
watercourses, because his country was critically dependent on water resources for
the development of its economy. He therefore regretted in particular the fact that
an unduly high number of changes of Special Rapporteurs on the question had caused
some delay in the Commission’s work on the topic. He stressed his delegation’s
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concern OVQI that 1080 of momentum, but had the impressima that a sense of urgenoy
prevailad concerning the topic.
44, Physiaal interdependenno of riparian States in tho use of an international
watoraouroa wae boyonU guestion. Howwor, out of some 200 international river
basins, only one third were governed by agreements among riperian States, In t,he
oaae of the others, problems concerning the sharing of water resources remained a
constant source of tension and even of sorioue conflicts, Thorefore, the
elaboration of a stat of legal principles on the question could only contribute to
the prasorvation and promotion of harmonious relations among riperian States, The
Commission had recognised such a need and a consensus had been reached on the
necessity of codifying those principles into a framework convention.
45. The draft articles proposed by the various Special Rapportruts OR the question
provided a legal basis for international co-operetion which alone would make
poenible the rational and equitable exploitation of their resources, including
fresh water, the shortage of which would eoon be felt. Rat9 tie1 managoment of
those resource8 was of increasing significance at the world level.
46, His delegation attached particular importance to the definition of
“international watercourse” (draft article 1). The first essential was to
recognise the unity of a watercourse, in terms of the interdependence of its
component parts. Its water resources should by definition constitute the total
quantity of water that flowed into and through it, The definition of a watercourse
derived essentially from the unity of the hydrological cycle, a fact confirmed by
the study of any hydragraphic map.
47, Apart from its geographical and hydrological reality, the national character
of a watercourse should be determined by the fact that it crossed several States,
and not merely by the use of its water. His delegation could not accept the notion
of relativity in dofining the international character of a watercourse. That
concept was not legally valid because it lacked precision, it was prejudicial to
the interests of downstream riparian States, given the technical feasibility of
controlling the flow of water and, lastly, it wrongly assumed that it was possible
for one State to use part of the waters without affecting use by another State. It
would therefore be logical to consider an international watercourse as a shared
resource subject to equitable BiEtribution,
48, His delega+ion was also concerned about the enumeration of “factors relevant
tc equitable and reasonable utilisation” (draft article 7). That enumeration
should take into account factors such as geographical features, climate and
environment, demography and the economic condition of the hinterland States, in
order to co-ordinate the needs of all parties with the overall availability of
water resources.
49. The logical consequence of the principle of equitable sharing would be to
prohibit not only th8 uses that might cause “appreciable harm” to the rights or
interests of another riparian State, but also those that might have adverse effects
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on another riparian State. The notion of “appreciable harm” had been ariticise% a8
being too vague. To meet that criticism, an enumeration of the factors determining
appreciable harm and the adverse effecte on riparian States must be part of any
agreement on the uses of international watercoursea.
The siting of works on
watercourses would be an extremely important factor, because, in general, the lower
down the Bite, the more serious the effects were likely to be, particularly in
densely populated delta flocd-plains, such as those in Bangladesh, In that
content, the Commission should explore the possibility of establishing an
international flood-related relief agency along the lines of the International
Committee of the Red Cross or the International Re% Crescent,
50. With rogar% to the question whether the draft should include rules on the
bresch of obligations of watercourse States (A/44/10, pars. 651), the omission of
euch an important matter ~0~1% create a legal vacuum, an% the Special Rapporteur
should therefore reconsider his proposal,
51. In draft article 22, paragraph 1, the phrase “on au equitable basis”, which
lacked a clear legal definition, might lead to controversies, The Commission might
’
consider establishing machinery through which disputes on the interpretation of
that phrase could be settled. The words “structural and non-*structural” in draft
article 22, paragraph 2 lb), should be replaced by a clearer formulation.
52. Ae to draft article 23, it ~0~1% be a%visabla to harmonise, in paragraphs 3
and 3, the words “intergovernmental organimationn” an% “international
organisations”’ The scope of paragraph 2 could also be broadened by replacing the
phrase “other watercourse States” by “other potentially affected States”,
53. Draft article 2? proposed that a watercourse State should “without delsy and
by the most expeditious mean8 available ncrtLfyvb other potentially affectec¶ States.
But not all States had remote-sensing capabilities to detect water-related dangers
or haseras in a%vance. For the.t reason,. it wss desirable in the long run to
consider establishing an international agency endowed with the nocessury
remote-sensing capability or which would act as the channel for sharing ant!
transmitting data to all potentially affecte% States.
54, With regar% to other issues being considered by the Commission, the top ic of
State responsibility should be given priority, As to the question of
juris%ictional immunities of States and their property, economic an% commecc i81
functions were no less important than the sovereign functions of the State, and
juris%ictional immunity should be awarde% on the basis of the purposa of the
contract rather than its nature (A/44/10, para. 434).
55. The draft articles on the status of the diplomatic courier were coherent and
reflectecl a goo% balance between the interests of the sending, the receiving an%
the transit States. His delegation also supported the Commission’s recommendation
that an international couference should be convene% to adopt the draft articles in
the form of an international convention. Lastly, it wss to be hoped that at its
next session the Commission would be able to resume consideration of the important
question of relations betweon States and international organizations.
/ ..*
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(Israel), referring to the question of the status of the diplomatic
56, urs. QQrB13
courier and the diplomatic bag not accompanied by diplomatic courier, said that her
delegation favoured the changes and principles embodied in the draft attic!.es, in
particular the principle that the draft should be confined to couriers and bags
sent by States to their diplomatio missions, consular posts or delegations to
international organisaticns of a universal character within the meaning of the
Vienna Convention of 1975. It also approved the idea of adopting separate optional
protocols with regard to the regime of the courier and bags employed for official
communications with special missions or international organisations, beaauso msny
States were not parties to the 1969 Convention on Speaial Missions and the 1975
Vicrnna Convention on the Representation of States in their Relations with
International Organisations of a Universal Character, Her delegation also approved
the idea of placing the status of the u courier on the same footing as that of
the diplomatic courier.
57, With regard to the inviolability of the diplomatic and consular bag, her
delegation was in favour of the regime established by the Vienna Conventions on
Diplomatic and Consular Relations of 1961 and 1963 and reflected in draft
article 28. She hoped that measures to prevent abuse of the diplomatic bag, would
be fully consistent with the principle of the inviolability of the bag. Concerning
the new elements considered for introduction into the draft articles, in
particular, the inviolability of the temporary accommodation of the diplomatic
courier and his immunity from jurisdiction (draft articles 17 and la), which were
not covered by the four conventions in question or by customary international law,
a thorough study of the proposals a8 to their implications at the national level
would be necessary before Israel could state its position, With regard to the
proposal by the Commission to convene an international diplomatic conference,
further study was needed on the subject before such a conference was convened.
58, With regurd to the draft Code of crimes against the peace and security of
mankind, her delegation noted that the phrase “crimes against humanity88, which was
new in international law, had been invented in 1954 to designate the most barbarous
international crimes and the most revolting international behaviour. The phrase
**crimes against humanity*’ had been trivialised over the years, and it was currently
used in international foruma to stigmatise the behaviour of a political opponent.
The Sixth Committee should not make that mistake, It must differentiate between
international crimes and crimes against humanity. An action might be considered an
international crime, might be condemned in international forums and might be banned
by international treaties without being a crime against humanity. Her delegation
did not see the need to divide the crimes against the peace and security of mankind
to bo included in the draft Code into the categories of crimes against the peace,
war crimes and crimes against humanity. If, however, that distinction was
maintained, the expression “crimes against humanity” should only be used for the
most heinous of international crime, namely genocide,
59. As to the definition of war crimes, her delegation supported the second
alternative of draft article 13 (A/44/20, note 72, p0 142) proposed by the Special
Rapporteur in his sevsnth report, Lastly, any attempt to draw up a list of acts
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constituting war crimes, whether exhaustive or simply indicative, would be
cauaterproduotive and might hamper the development of iaternetionel law in that
field.
60. With regard to international liability for injurious consequences arising out
of sots not prohibited by international law, hat delegation recogniaet! the need for
a general legal regime to regulate such activities nnd to serve States as guiding
prinoiples for concluding sgreementa on such activi- Yes. It wasr however, a

subject which required much prudence, because, in el borating such rules, the
Commission wad pioneering a new field in international law, Indeed, there were
almost no rules in convectional or judicial international law that could provide a
clear picture of what State liability actually entailed. The delegations
participating in the second session of the Working Group on Liability for Nuclear
Dsmage convened by IAEA in Vienna the previous week had found that it was difficult
to epeoify what form that liability should take. The complexity of the subject
therefore dictated a cautious approach.

61. With regard to the question of jurisdictional immunities of States and
property, her delegation agreecl with the position taken by the Special Rapporteur
in his preliminary report (A/CN.4/415), and shared by the International Law

Commiseic-n, that the Commission should concentrate its discussion on individual
articles in order to arrive at a consensus as to the kind of activities which
should not enjoy immunity from the jurisdiction of another State (A/44/10,
paru. 400). It also approved the idea of combining draft articles 2 and 3 into a
single article entitled “Use of terms”. She considered, also, that in determining
whether a contract was commercial, the criterion should be primarily its “nature”
and that of its 8’purpose@’ should be applicable only in specified cases (A/44/10,
para. 435).
62.

With regard to draft article 4, entitled “Privileges and immunities not

affected by the present articles”, her delegation favoured the addition of the
words 3mcIer international law” , which showed clearly that the privileges and

immunities referrec¶ to those conferred on a State by international law.

63. With regard to draft article 6, if the expression @‘md the relevant rules of
general international law” were deleted, her delegation would be ready to consider
favourably any other wording which would promote the future development of
international law on the subject, Concerning draft article 6 m, her delegation
did not favour the adoption of the prpoosed procedure. On the other hand, it
agreed to the principles embodied in the modified &aft articles 7 to 9, but
considered that draft article 10.4 was unnecessary as the issue should be loft to
the determination of the competent court.
64. Mr, QA&RQ (Peru) said that, with regard to the status of the diplomatic
courier and the diplomatic bag not accompanied by diplomatic courier, his
delegation approved the goal of the ILC, which was to establish a coherent and, as
much as possible, uniform regime applicable to all kinds of couriers and bags and
based on the Vienna Conventions on Diplomatic Relations, on Consular Relations, on

/
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the Representation of States in their Relations with International Organisations of
a Universal Character, and on the Convention on Special Missions. It also approved
of the approach of basing the legal protection extended to the courier and the bag
on practical needs, With regard to the form of the future legal instrument, the
solution adopted, which was to work out two optional protocols dealing respectively
with the status of couriers and bags of special missions and that of couriers end
bags of international orqaniaations of a univereal character, might be of practical
value at the aurrent stage of negotiations on those questions. The draft article
adopted on the second reading was satisfactory on the whole. given the remaining
differences of view on some points, it would, however, still be necessary to strike
a balance between the various positions , and it would therefore be very useful to
convene an international conference of plenipotentiaries as the ILC had recommended.
65. With regard to the draft Code of crimes against the peace and security of
mankind - the preparation of wkich ahouJd be completed quickly - his delegation
appreciated the efforts being made to rethink the question of war crimes in the
light of the current international situation. With regard to the specific problems
pointed out by the Special Rapporteur, it considered that the idea of gravity
should be introduced into the definition of a war crime, since the draft Code
should deal only with the most serious international crimes. On the terminological
level, the reference to @‘rules of international law applicable in armed conflict”
(second variant of article 13, A/44/10, 821) should be adopted. Lastly, the crimes
punishable under the Code should be clearly specified in the Code itself and it was
important not to rely for their definition on possible interpretations of generic
definitions.
The formula of laying down a general definition followed by an
indicative list of crimes eeemerS to have the advantage of avoiding both legal
imprecision and the pr8ctical impossibility of establishing an exhaustive list.
60. It was important also to include a provision relating to crimes against
Irumanityr genocide, m, slavery and crimes against a vital interest of
humanity, for example , were odious crimes which deserved to be punishable under the
Code. With regard to the crime of ,e, geographical oonaiderations should be
omitted in order to concentrate on the essential aspecte.
67. With regard to illicit drug traffic, his delegation fully shared the opinion
of the Special Rapporteur aa set out in paragraph 209 of the report, and found
accsptable the inclusion of two provisions on the question, one under the heading
of crimes against peace, because of the destabilising effects of such traffic on
some States, which was detrimental to the proper conduct of internetional
relations, and the other under the heading of crimes against humauity, because of
the injury done to the health and well-being of mankind as a whole.
68. Lastly, it was important for the Commission to continue the preparation of the
list of crimes against peace, after provisionally adopting the articles dealing
with the threet of aggression, intervention and colonial domination and other forms
of alien domination, as well as the discussion on the draft article concerning
serious breach of an obligation of essential importance for the maintenance of
international peace and security, with a view to its inclusion in the draft Code.
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Mr. AZZAROUK (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya), speaking of the status of the
diplomatic courier and the diplomatic bag not accompanied by diplomatic courier,
said that it was unjustified to point to some legal lacunae, as a small number of
delegations had done, as a reason to reject the recommendation made by the
International Law Commission during the adoption of the draft articles on the
subject. The draft articles in fact took into account the provisions of texts
adopted by Governments in different regions, the national interests of all
countries and the practice of States, and it could not be argued that because the
four codification conventions on diplomatic law bad been tested by experience the
international community had no need to clarify and complete the provisions
governing official communications between States. On the contrary, that work of
clarification was all the more necessary because it advanced the codification and
progressive development of international law and it was inconceivable to rely on
the good faith of States in the interpretation of legal lacunae, an interpretation
which might be dictated by narrow nationalist interests.

70. Although the reservations expressed regarding the provisions of article 20,
paragraph 2 concerning the protection of the diplomatic bag were easy to
understand, it must be remembered that it was essential to fill certain gaps
apparent in other relevant instruments, and more particularly in article 35,
paragraph 3 of the Convention on Consular Relations, on the basis of the established
practice of States. In that respect, his delegation hoped that no party would come
to the conference proposed by the Commission with the feeling that it had been
forced to do so by the majority because of the adoption on second reading on the
draft articles. It also considered that the statement made on that subject by the
Austrian representative indicated the road to be followed.
71. Regarding the draft Code of crimes against the peace and security of mankind,
he recalled that his country's position had been stated in the report of the
Secretary-General (A/44/465). His delegation was in favour of drawing up a
non-exhaustive list of war crimes to supplement the list of crimes mentioned in tbe
legal instruments adopted since the end of the Second World War. In that
connection, the second alternative of draft article 13 better reflected the
evolution of international relations and would thus contribute to the codification
and progressive development of international law. That being the case, it should
be noted that subparagraph (a) of the second alternative of draft article 13 did
not mention attacks against the civilian population and that it was therefore
necessary in that regard to follow the provisions of article 85, paragraph 3 (a),
of Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions. His delegation noted with
satisfaction that, in paragraph 131 of its report, the Commission had included in
the list of war crimes the use of weapons prohibited by the 1925 Geneva Protocol
for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating, Poisonous or Other Gases,
and of Bacteriological Methods of Warfare.
72. With respect to draft article 14 on crimes against humanity, a distinction
should be made between inhuman acts and the crime of genocide. There was no reason
not to use the wording of the 1948 Convention, giving due consideration to present
and future requirements. In that connection, his delegation noted with
satisfaction the links established between the crime of genocide and the crimes of
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deportation, expuleion of populations from their territory or forcible trsnafer of
populationa, eince such acts constituted either the means or the object of genocide.
Despite the fact that certain countries were not parties to the 1973
International Convention for the Suppreeeron and Punishment of the Crime of
m, mid wad none the less a crime againrt humanity. The international
traffio in narcotic drug8 was a orime against peace inasmuch ae it had a
destabiliai.ng effeat on certain coilntrien, especially the emaller oneur and 81
such, adversely affected harmonious international relationa. Furthermore, such
traffic had linko with local and international terrorism and impaired the health
and well-being of mankind as a whole.
13,

74. Rirr delegation reserved the right to revert to artiolea 13 and 14 on
aggression and intervention reapeatively.
Regarding article 15, it did not share
the optimism of csrtain delegations tha t colonial domination was becoming extinct

aa a phenomenon. He regretted that no legal inatrumont had been adopted to make
the oolonial oountries pay up and make reparations to the oolonised countries.

75. Regarding jurisdictional immunities of States and their property, his
delegation hoped that the Commission would concentrate it8 discuaeion on individual
artioles, no a8 to arrive at a conaenaus aa to what kind of activities of the State
should enjoy irmnunity and what kind of activities should not enjoy inununity from
the jurisdiction of another State. Wis delegation found it difficult to agree with
the conalusion of the fipecial Rapportwr that the doctrine of absolute imuaity had
gradually given way to a restrictive theory, aacording to which there were no
univorrally binding norme in customary international law which obliged a State
apontanroualy to grant jurisdictional immunity of a general nature to other
Stat.8. Although oertaia induetrialiosd oountrier might have made changes in that
field, the vast majority of countries, including developed countries, remained
attached to the doctrine of abeolute immunity, In any case, the Commission should
elaborate an instrument which covered all aspects of activities of the Skate 80 ae
to provide a uniform wit of rules. In conclusion, him delegation would deal with
chapters IV, V, VII and VIII of the report of the International Law Commission on
.
another occasion.
*.
76. W. WATTB (United Kingdom) aaid that his Qovernmentts view on the doctrinal
and legal bases for jurisdictional immunities of States and their property was
clear: international law had developed in ouch a way that the old rule of absolute
inrmunity wae now obsoleter those who found themselves involved in a dispute with
the Qovernment of a foreign State, acting in a non-sovereign capacity, should be
able to have thrrt dispute determined by the ordinary process of law,
77. Regarding article 2, paragraph 3 (A/44/10, para. 423), his delegation felt
that one ehould refrain from introducing subjective factor6 such a8 the ‘@purpose”
of a transaction in determining whether inununity might be claimed. There would be
a need to look very carefully at the text which the Conuniesion would eventually
produce on that important point. The discussion on draft article 6 should also be
followed closely. His delegation doubted whether article 6 && (m., pare. 457)
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(MI.1
a8 proposed by the Special Rapporteur would provide a aolution.
the view8 of those members of the Commission who considered that
segregated State property (art. 11 ti and 18 (1) m) required
clarification. His delegation remained to be convinced that it
have a epecial provision in the draft articles on that subject,

Finally, it shared
the concept of
further
was necessary to
’

78. In general, work on the law of the non-navigational uses of international
watercourses was progressing in a broadly acceptable direction. His delegation
continued to support the @‘framework” approach of the draft articles. Given the
great diversity of international watercourse systems, it might prove better to
adopt a set of guidelines or r8commenUations rather than a convention containing

binding rules.
79. His delegation was still not convinced that article 22, paragraph 3 (W.,
para. 637) added anything to article 6, which had already been provisioually
adopted. If, however, the majority felt that it should remain, it might be better,
for reason8 which his delegation had put forward at the previous session
(A/C.6/43/8R.27), to replace the word “appreciable” with the word %ignificant”.
For very much the came sort of reason, in order for article 22, paragraph 2 (a),
not to appear euperfluoue, that article should not be limited to stipulating an
exohange of data and information, already stipulated in article 10, but required
something more, perhaps in terms of the frequency of exchangex.
80. The provisions of article 23, paragraphs 3 and 4 (U,, para. 641) were
broadly acceptable. They were, however, framed in terms of obligations upon
non-watercourse a8 well as watercourse States, which could pose a problem,
especially if the draft articles were finally to take the shape of a convention, in
that it would not seem appropriate to impose obligations upon States not party to a
partiaular agreement, at least in the absence of their consent. The International
Law Commisrion might give thought to finding a method of encouraging .
non-watercourse States to co-operate, while avoiding the suggestion that they were
legally bound to do 80.

81. Detailed observations of his delegation on jurisdictional immusitiee, as well
a8 observations on non-navigational ~88 of international watercoursea would be eet
forth in two annexes to his statement, which would be available in due course.
rose 0t 5.55 USI.

